PASCAGOULA, MISS. --Expert sniffer Steve Wilson lifted the cover off a Pyrex bowl and fanned the aroma of the raw red snapper sitting inside it toward him on a recent afternoon at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's lab here. He quickly replaced the cover and stepped back, letting the scent register for a few seconds. Lopinto was one of about 60 seafood safety workers from across the coast to train at the NOAA center at Pascagoula in the art of the sniff. NOAA officials say they will play a critical role in quickly identifying tainted seafood in the field and were trained to smell contaminants down to 10 parts per million.
At the NOAA lab, Lopinto was taught to sniff cucumbers, watermelon or even canned corn to clear his nostrils. But this is the real world. Amid the din of heavy machinery grading and sorting oysters at the Motivatit processing plant, Lopinto neutralized his nose by smelling his sleeve. Then he scooped a jiggly oyster out of its shell and held it up to his moustachioed face. He sniffed.
"If there's any detection of oil, you're gonna got a nasal sensation . . . or maybe a little gas smell," he said. "This, believe it or not, smells like corn to me."
If any oil-tainted seafood does escape detection, people who ate it would most likely suffer gastrointestinal discomfort and problems such as diarrhea, said Shaun Kennedy of the National Center for Food Protection and Defense at the University of Minnesota. Kennedy said that compounds in the oil are also known to cause cancer, but that would likely require long-term exposure, not just one meal.
Kennedy said that if seriously tainted seafood did make it onto somebody's plate, the diner could probably detect the oil by its smell or taste.
"If you had a highly contaminated oyster, it wouldn't taste right," Kennedy said. "It's a fairly low risk that you would eat any heavily contaminated oyster and not realize that something's wrong with it."
The nature of this spill has made it especially difficult for scientists to forecast its impact, either on the gulf's creatures and or the humans who make them into sandwiches and gumbo. On the surface, it is not one solid black slick, but rather a scattered armada of tar balls, tar mats, orange "mousse" and rainbow sheen, spread out now across hundreds of miles of coastline and open water.
In addition, a good deal of the oil seems to still be suspended underwater, where scientists have very little experience tracking its movements or its impacts on fish and shellfish.
Along the gulf, many fishermen are worried that the memory of the spill will cause customers to continue shying away from gulf seafood even after the well has been capped and most of the oil has been cleaned away.
"The brand 'Louisiana gulf seafood' is getting hit in the market. The image on their mind for everything has been 'oiled seafood,' " said Voisin, whose family's ties to Louisiana seafood can be traced back to 1770.
Seafood is a $3 billion industry in the state, and officials are planning a $33 million, year-long, intensive advertising campaign to promote the shrimp, crabs, oysters and redfish that are still being caught in open waters.
"South Louisiana, we rose after the Civil War and we'll rise again," Voisin said.
Fahrenthold reported from Washington. 
